Key West Tour Operator Best On Key West Now Featuring Coral Reef Airplane Tour
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Leading tour operators Best On Key West has added to the tourist's list of things to do in
Key West with its new offering of the 30-minute Coral Reef Airplane Tour. The tour is a
unique way to explore the Florida island and it surroundings.
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Online PR News â€“ 03-July-2009 â€“ KEY WEST, FL - Best On Key West, one of Florida's leading tour
organizers, is constantly offering new and exciting things to do in Key West. This time they have introduced a
Coral Reef Airplane Tour for travelers visiting the region. The 30-minute tour is a thrilling way of exploring the
famous corals along the island of Key West.
Â
The Coral Reef Airplane Tour is a unique sightseeing experience. The coral reef gardens surrounding the
island of Key West are internationally recognized for their beauty, and an aerial view of the reef is likely to be
a breathtaking experience. The plane packs in a beautiful tour of the island and the surrounding areas, which
not only includes the coral reef gardens, but also aerial tours of the emerald waters of the Gulf of Mexico with
its natural coral formations.
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Â
During the tour's duration, the plane also moves on to the Sand Key lighthouse that stands on what used to
be Sand Key Island, which disappeared beneath the ocean over the ages. Moving on further, plane
passengers will also get a glimpse of the vast and beautiful Mangrove Islands with their miles of mangrove
trees, located just beyond Key West. Tours are priced at $245 for 1 or 2 passengers and operate 5 times a
day. Passengers are provided with all necessary instruction and safety gear.
Â
"It is an unforgettable experience and a way to see Key West like never before. When you are up there in the
airplane you see the beauty of the reefs and the ocean in a whole new way and 30 minutes seems to fly by a
little too quick," says Chris Gardner of Best On Key West.
Â
Florida's Key West region is an internationally popular vacation hotspot due to its sunny climate, warm waters
and appealing tropical culture. In addition to the Coral Reef Airplane Tour, Best On Key West treats tourists
to a large number of other activities - land, water and air-based! The most popular water activities include Key
West diving, snorkeling, kayaking, jet skiing and swimming with dolphins. After the gorgeous Coral Reef
Airplane Tour, parasailing is the most popular air activity, while the number one land based activity is the
sightseeing tour.
Â
"Key West is an ideal holiday getaway for families, spring breakers and couples because there is something
for everyone here. Whether it is the coral reef tour that appeals to them or a more adventurous parasailing
tour, Key West is a fantastic holiday spot," says Gardner.
Â
About Best On Key West:
Best On Key West is a company offering a variety of things to do in Key West, including special Key West
diving excursions. Whether you're looking for incredible snorkeling in Key West or to simply explore the island
by kayak or jet ski, the firm excels at helping guests enjoy all of the activities that the world-renowned tropical
paradise offers.
Â
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unique way to explore the Florida island and it surroundings.
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